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Abstract

Although the central limit theorem and the Gaussian approximation are useful
for describing the usual behaviour of statistical systems they are useless for discussing
very small probabilities i.e. for quantifying the likelihood of very rare events. For this
lutter purpose the ruin theory of F. Esseher is well adapted-, it is exposed, and some
applications presented in detail, for the case that the influences to be summed are all
positive definite with their arising governed by the Poisson distribution; the case that
iulluences of both signs are involved is also considered us is the alternative impact of
the Pôlya distribution.
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1. Introduction

Much of Hans Wcidemniiller's work, over his long and resplendent career, has
been concerned wilh the ways in which many small contributions, of amplitude or of
intensity, add up to give an experimental signal, usually through the mechanism of
the summation of the effects of many distant levels at a particular energy of nuclear
excitation.

Most often, in the realm of such problems, we are interested in the average, or
just in the very lowest moments, of some distribution of signals having such an ori-
gin; in that case the central limit theorem, the Gaussian approximation, may afford
a perfectly acceptable solution. However, there are other problems iu which inter-
est resides not in normal behaviour, or in small departures from it, but explicitly
iu highly abnormal behaviour; in such problems we look for an understanding of
a phenomenon that occurs only exceedingly rarely even though its origin may lie
iu the perfectly straightforward summation of a large number of individually small
influences. Examples of such phenomena are: (i) the occasional occurrence of abnor-
mally large radiative or particle widths iu the compound nucleus or Hauscr-Fcschbach
context; (ii) very large excursions iu Ericson fluctuations; (iii) extremes of nuclear
reaction dynamics iu the form of abnormally large energy or momentum transfers
iu deep-inelastic nuclear reactions; (iv) cumulative processes in high-energy nuclear
or particle reactions resulting iu scattered particles at Bjorkeu i > 1; (v) far "sub-
threshold" pion and other particle production in nuclear reactions. In all such very
improbable processes there is a rare conspiracy between unusually large numbers of
individual contributions and unusually large magnitudes that those contributions in-
dividually chance to bring into play, the unusually large number of contributions not
exceeding the bounds of some reasonable distribution for them, say of the Poisson
distribution, and the magnitudes of the individual contributions also not exceeding
the bounds of some reasonable distribution but the not unreasonable chance of the
large numbers combining with the not unreasonable chance of the large magnitudes
to add up, very rarely, to a wholly exceptional net amount.

How rarely? When I measure a very tiny, but finite, cross section for pion pro-
duction iu a heavy ion reaction, under circumstances in which only a small fraction
of the necessary pion rest energy is to be found in the average collision between
individual nucléons of the impinging and target nuclei, must I look for some novel
collective phenomenon that mysteriously concentrates the kinetic energy that is ini-
tially spread out among the many nucléons of the bombarding particle and makes it
locally available fur the act of creation or may it be simply that, very rarely, such
an unusual concatenation of perfectly ordinary individual NN collisions happens to
take place, bencfitliug from such rare but perfectly ordinary fluctuations of Fermi
momenta that, as a result, a perfectly ordinary NN collision finally gives me the
jiiuuV (How do we, microscopically, account for our belief that an incandescent elec-
tric light bulb occasionally emits a 1 MeV gamma-ray?) Or, when I observe particles
at Bjorkeu i > 1 must I interpret this as signalling a collision between my bombard-
ing particle and some 6-<juark or 9-quark bag or may it be due simply to some rare
but ordinary multiple process similar to that which may have been responsible for
the "sub-threshold" pion production of the previous illustration?



To set the scale of possible interest in the rarity of such phenomena we may
note that cross sections as small as 10"3S cm2 or even 10~a7 cm' are experimentally
reported in nuclear reactions of various types; these figures represent probabilities iia
small as 10"12 or even less in terms of the total cross section. We must therefore con-
template probabilities ranging down to 10~12 or even less in discussing the likelihood
of various unusual processes.

2. The uselessness of the Gaussian approximation

It is obviously important to dispose of some way of reliably estimating the
probability of such very rare processes. It is also important, by way of introduction,
to emphasize the uselcssness of the Gaussian approximation in tins regime of very
low probability even though that approximation may be very accurate and valuable
when the probabilities involved are not too small.

This uselessness will now be illustrated by two very different examples. The
first example is the Poisson distribution itself: if events occur randomly in time,
at an average rate X per unit time, what is the probability £l(X, D), that in any
arbitrary unit time interval, D or more events occur? The exact answer is:

oo vN
Çl(X,D)E =£—*-*. (1)

N=D

The Gaussian approximation is*:

ft(*. D)G = ^crfc [{D - X)/s/2X\ . (2)

Fig. 1 displays fi(X, D)E and Q(X, D)c for a few values of X: it is seen that even when
Q{X,D)E is as large as 10~6 Ù{X,D)a fails by several orders of magnitude in the
present illustration. For the smallest probabilities, namely about 10"12, that we have
seen it necessary to be able to consider, the failure of the Gaussian approximation
becomes enormous: in the case of X = 5, for example, the exact il{X, D)E occurs at
D ~ 28 for which il(X, D)Q ̂ 4 X 10~25 SO the failure is by more than twelve orders
of magnitude.

For the second example consider an infinite sequence of events occurring in
a random Poisson sequence in time at the average rate of X per unit time; their
individual impact at the arbitrary instant in question being e"' where t is the time
that has elapsed between the occurrence of the event and the arbitrary instant in
question. What is the probability il{X, D) that, at the instant in question, the totality
of all the impacts, due to the infinite summation of all the events that have ever
occurred, exceeds D in magnitude? The exact solution to this problem is rather
cumbersome! :

| £" r 1 exp[X(Ci(i) - 7 - hit)]

'Mathematical notations throughout follow rcf.1)
• Many of the results quoted in the present paper derive from a series of papers') written in the more
complicated context of the pile-up of electrical impulses; these papers may be consulted for details
where, in the present paper, more specific reference is not given.

x sin [XSi(t)] cos Dt<ii. (3)

The Gaussian approximation is:

1

(4)

Fig. 2 shows the comparison between fi(X, D ) E and il(X, D)o for a few values of X.
Although the two examples are so radically different the degree of failure of

the Gaussian approximation as a function of ÇI(X,D)E is very similar in the two
cases; this is true for all the examples that have been studied and establishes the
general result that Gaussian approximations are useless for the handling of very
small probabilities.

3. Ruin theory

So what can we do? Salvation is at hand in the form of a treatment that is
tailored specifically to the case of small probabilities and that, in fact, becomes the
more accurate the .smaller the probability in question. This solution, famous but little
known outside statistical circles, was published by F. Esscher in 1932 in the Journal of
the Society of Scandinavian Actuaries3); it arose from the need of insurance companies
to estimate their chances of bankruptcy as a result of an unusually large fluctuation
in incidence of claims of unusually large magnitude; this explains why it is known in
the trade as ruin theory.!
3.1. TUE BASIC EQUATION

Consider, in the first instance, contributions, with whose summation we shall
be concerned, that are all positive definite and that are governed, in their number
arising, by a Poisson distribution. Their average number for an interval such as that
in question is X so that the probability that, in fact, N contributions come into play
in the interval in question is pu where:

X" -X (5)

Tiie magnitude aï an individual contribution is c\ the probability that it lies in the
interval c to c + de is f(c)dc where we normalize:

f(c)dc = l. (6)

(7)

The basic equation of ruin theory3) is now:

,. {exp[A^(r)l-l}exp(-A--rfl)

* It will be evident that all problems of the type considered in this paper are also accessible to Monte
Carlo treatment; however, it is also evident that for the very small probabilities with which we are
chiefly concerned such treatment is wholly impracticable.



where

and where r, for insertion into eq. (7) is determined by

(8)

(0)

It is obviously of interest to test the accuracy of ruin theory in cases for which
exact results are available.

3.2. INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS HAVING AN EXPONENTIAL DISTRI-
BUTION OF MAGNITUDE

Here /(c) = e"c and we huve:

(10)

onr m -

Figs. 3 and 4 show the comparison between Sl(X, D)n and Sl(X, D)n: excellent agree-
ment is seen even down to small values of A'.

3.3. INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS HAVING CONSTANT PROBABILITY OF
MA GNITUDE IN TUE RANGE 0 < c < 1

Here /(c) = 1 and we have:

SKX,D)B = £ Px(WI

with:

where /j is the integral part of / and where:

1 N

where i+ = ^(x + | x |).
Q.(X,D)n is not here available in closed form; we have:

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

si) that eqs. (0) and (15) effectively give r as n function of D for it given X, hence
values for </>{r) and </>"{>•) which, together with r, are inserted into eq. (7) to give
il(X,D)u. (Solutions for il(X,D)n in closed form are rare; the above procedure of
going from /(c) to ^(r) by MI. (8), thence to eq. (9) to find numerical values for r
as a function of D for a given A', thence to numerical values for <p{r) and <p"(r) and
finally for il(X, D)n is the usual one.)

Pig. 5 compares Çl(X,D)s and il(X,D)n, again with excellent agreement.

3.1 INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS VARYING EXPONENTIALLY WITH
THEIR DISPLACEMENT AND ALL INITIALLY OF MAGNITUDE UNITY

This is the case already described as the second example in sect. 2, X now being
the average number of contributions arising per unit time. tl(X, D)B has beeu given
as eq. (3); from ruin theory we have:

- 7 - lnr[ - r£)}

where r derives from

(16)

(17)

(The treatment of infinite sequences as opposed to finite samples is discussed in ref. ' )
and may involve a little delicacy when, as in the present case, we have f(c) ~ i so that
the normalization of eq, (C) diverges; this, however, is no obstacle to the application
of ruin theory since /(c) can be cut off at some arbitrary, very small, value of c and
that cut-off be allowed to go to zero (harmlessly and unambiguously) in the iîual

Pig. G shows the comparison of il(X,D) and il(X,D)n; agreement is again
excellent.

3.5. INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS VARYING EXPONENTIALLY WITH
THEIR DISPLACEMENT HAVING INITIALLY AN EXPONENTIAL DIS
TIUBUTION Of MEAN MAGNITUDE UNITY

This is the same as the case treated as the second example in sect. 2 and imme-
diately above in sect. 3.4 except that now the initial magnitudes of the contributions
are not all unity but have themselves an exponential distribution of mean value unity.
Although this problem may appear to be more complicated than its predecessor both
the exact and ruin theory solutions are, in fact, simpler:

(18)

(19)
exp \X (ln£ + l) - D



Fig. 7 shows the usual comparison of fi(X, D)E with il(X, D)n where the usual
excellent agreement is seen.

3.6. GENERAL REMARKS ON THE ACCURACY OF RUIN THEORY

We have seen that ruin theory performs excellently where it can be tested
against exact results; it is in its nature that its accuracy improves the smaller the value
of £l(X,D) which makes it particularly valuable for addressing problems involving
very small probabilities. It is also in its nature that its accuracy increases as A'
increases. For small values of X its accuracy depends on the problem as may be seen
by comparing analytical forms for Q(X, D)g and Q(X, D)n where both are available.
(There is some discussion of this in ref.2).) We return later to this question of accuracy.

4. Sensitivity to the form of /(c)

Before moving to discuss the application of ruin theory in the general aise
we should note, and bear most cautionarily in mind, the extreme sensitivity of the:
cumulative probability, that we are exploring, to the form of /(c), particularly to its
high-c tail. We illustrate this with two examples.

The first example is the comparison between the very similar cases treated in
sects. 3.4 and 3.5 above: in the case of sect. 3.4 all the influences that combine at the
arbitrary instant of time are initially of the same magnitude, unity, whereas in the
case of sect. 3.5 their initial magnitudes, also having a mean of unity, are exponentially
distributed about that mean value. Fig. 8 shows the respective Œ(,Y, D) relationships
where differences of several orders of magnitude are seen.

That it is, literally, the tail of the /(c)-distribution that is of determining im-
portance is shown by the second example. Fig. 9 shows Q(X, D) for the exponential
distribution /(c) = e~c but with that distribution cut off (and rcnormalized) at var-
ious values of c l nu . (Note that for c m u = 5 i.e. by cutting olf less than 1% of the
distribution at itshigh-cend, fl(X, D) is reduced by more than an order of magnitude
for the larger values of D displayed.)

Of course, such behaviour is qualitatively to be expected hut it is important
to realize how tremendous is the sensitivity of Çl(X,D) to the high-c tail of the /(c)
distribution.

5. Synthesis of /(c)

More often than not the influences with whose joint impact we are concerned
will not be described by any simple /(c). In that case we can synthesize the desired
/(c) out of any appropriate superposition or grafting of forms for which, individually,
the transform of eq. (8) is available, bearing carefully in mind the strictures of sect.
4 as to the extreme sensitivity of Sl(X,D) to the high-c tail of J(c).

Polynomials and exponentials have trivial transforms. The Gaussian is useful:

/ (c)~exp[-(c-co)V/ l ] , (20)

4>{r) = eB(l + erf E)/ [l + erf(co/>/4)] ,

where

(21)

(22)

(23)

(Note that if erfc\cu/y/A] « 1 then (4(r) reduces to efl.)
The gamma distribution is flexible and useful and, itself, gives an analytical

solution for il(X, D)n

Writing:

we have:

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(Illustrations of the application of various syntheses are given in ref.3).)

6. Refinements to ruin theory

Because of their very compressed ordinate scales it is not possible by examina-
tion of the figures presented so far to see just how accurate the ruin theory of cq.
(7) may he. In fact, for all cases treated it is better than 20% or so for X > 0.5 and
for il{X, D) < 1U~3. Such accuracy may be adequate for most practical purposes but
it is interesting to see if it can he improved and also if acceptable accuracy can be
extended to larger values of il(X, D) than those so far displayed.

In an important detailed critique'1) of Esschcr's method significant refinements
to eq. (7) (now to be referred to as Sl(X, D)JM) have been presented. Define:

(29)

(30)



'/'erfc- (31)

B-^u) = u3Bu(u) + u - u \

We now have the successive refinements to £i(X,D)HA'.

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

= n(X,D)l(A{Bu(u)-}±4B>(u)

24X
(30)

Application of these refinements to the examples treated above in sects. 3.2, 3.3
and 3.5 and shown in figs. 3 plus 4, 5 and 7 are now shown in figs. 10, 11 and 12 from
which are seen the very substantial improvements that they effect both in accuracy
and in useful extension to larger values of Çl[X, D).

The case treated in sect. 3.4 is not here presented by way of a figure because the
computing load that eq. (3) imposes is prohibitively heavy; however, table 1 shows
that here also the improvement brought about by the refinements of this section are
dramatic.

7. Contributions of both signs

So far, all the contributions whose summation we have been considering have
been positive definite i.e. would, in physical terms, correspond lo the addition of in-
tensities. However, many physical problems involve rather the addition of amplitudes
so that negative as well as positive contributions must be considered. Unfortunately,
there is no simple ruin treatment available for this case but an effective solution is
readily found.

Suppose that we are interested in the (small) probability of a large positive fluc-
tuation in the summation of the positive and negative influences; call this probability
il(X, D)+ . (It is likely that the positive and negative influences will be identically
distributed so that il(X,D). = fl(-Y,#)+, viz. il(X,-D) = il(X,D), where the
negatives refer to negative values of D whose modulus exceeds D, but this restriction
is not necessary for what follows.)

Since we are interested in ÎÎ(X, £))+ << 1 we are concerned witli unusual
fluctuations dominated by positive values of the influences in question, there being no

reason why the concomitant negative influences should be simultaneously behaving
in any unusual way. This leads us to write:

, D + ct)dct (37)

whercC(c()i/c, represents the probability that the negative influences add up (in mod-
ulus) to between c, and c, -f dc,, c, standing for the total of the negative cs. (If, us will
most probably be the case, the distributions of positive and negative influences are
identical B(ct) and il(X, D + ct) derive from the same / ( | c |) and .V is one half of the
total mean number of influences involved; if such is not the case the modifications
are obvious.) Now since, as we have seen, fi(X, D) is such a violent function of D,
quite small vidues of c, will be of importance in eq. (37); it ia therefore obvious that
ruin theory cannot be used for B(ct).

D{ct) must now be generated sufficiently accurately from /(c). We are helped in
this by knowledge that unusual excursions in B(c,) are unlikely to be of importance
so that, for example, we are not sensitive to the higli-c tail in generating B(c,) from
/(c) to the degree that we are in generating il(X,D) although adequate care must
still he taken.

An appropriate procedure for generating B(ct) is to replace /(c) by a multiple
step function, approximating it at equal increments Ac of c by the successive partial

probabilities pt, pi...pn such that $^ />* = 1 where x refers to a value of c in the range

(x — l)Ac to I A C , say at c = (x — |)Ac. We now have:

(38)

where c, varies in steps of Ac and so where the integral of eq. (37) is replaced by the
appropriate discrete summation. (Note that ct = 0 (JV = 0) is excluded from eq. (38)
and is to be added separately into the summation that replaces the integral in eq.
(37).)

In eq. (38) B(C,)N is the probability that the addition of N negative influences,
each of which has a probability pz of being of magnitude (x — j)Ac, will add up
to c, where ^NAc < c < N(» — |)Ac. The solution to this standard combinatorial
problem is that B(\in — jJV]Ac)/v is the coefficient of j / m in A(n,N) where:

A(u, N) = (pty + p?y2 + ....pny
n) . (39)

The evaluation of A(n,N) by hand is impracticable in all but the simplest
cases having small values of A' (hence of N) but is generally trivial through the use
of computer algebra. Convergence is rapid as n increases. This is illustrated in fig.
13 where eq. (37) is evaluated for the case, for X = 2, that the contributions are,
individually, randomly distributed in magnitude in the range — 1 < c < \;Çl(X,D+c,)
is derived by ruin theory following sect. 3.3 and B(ct) is here derived by dividing the

10



negative contributions into H groups of equal probability, each representing u range
of c equal to -j i.e. pi,P2...pn = -j and Ac = £ in eq. (39). The exact solution is
available in this case following sect. 3.3; fig. 13 shows the rapid convergence, with n,
of eq. (37) towards the exact result.

8. The Polya distribution

We have so far considered only influences that, in their incidence, are governed
by the Poisson distribution of eq. (5), that is to say that constitute a random sequence.
However, by no means all physical situations are to be represented by such a law;
it is useful to be able to handle other forms of probability distribution for N as a
function of X.

A flexible extension of the Poisson distribution is the Pôlya distribution:

PN =
X+k

(40)

which represents a mean value of A' and which tends to the Poisson distribution as
k tends to infinity but which otherwise takes a (hitter form, as is shown in fig. 14 for
X = 5; it tends to e~N^K/X for k = 1 as X tends to infinity.

The ruin theory solution for the Pôlya distribution, analogous to eq. (7) for the
Poisson distribution, is available4):

c-rP

~rD~ T(k)

where r is now determined through:

D

(41)

(42)

analogously to eq. (9) for the Poisson distribution.
Refinements to cq. (41) analogous to those presented in seci. 6 for ruin theory

based on the Poisson distribution are also available4).
Because of the extra dimension brought into the Pôlya distribution by the pa-

rameter k and because of the lack of spneifici ty to fiuniliar problems of a simple nature
it is not profitable to illustrate the application of eq. (41) extensively in the way that
has been done for the Poisson distribution although the considerable flexibility of cq.
(40), <is shown in fig. 14, makes it a useful surrogate over a wide range of problems.
It is, however, to be remarked that the difference between the Poisson and Pôlya
distributions for the cumulative problems that we have studied here varies greatly
with the nature of these problems. This is illustrated in fig. 15 where the effects of
the two distributions are compared, with k = 3 for the Pôlya distribution, for tin;
problems treated in sects. 3.2 and 3.3; fig. 15 also shows, for the Pôlya distribution,
the result of the ruin theory of eq. (41).
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Table 1

The impact of the refinements to ruin theory, presented in sect. G, on the case treated
in sect. 3.4 and displayed in fig. G. R^ stands for Ï1(X, D)HA/ÇI(X,D)E etc.

D

2
3
4
5
G
7

A" = 5
G
8

10
12
14
1G

Q{X,D)B

9.397 x 10"5

1.209 X 10"3

l.OGG x 10~3

G.978 x 10"5

3.587 X 10"6

1.506 x 10~7

2.508 x 10"'
3.935 X 10"2

3.128 x 10"3

1.414 x 10-*
3.97G x lO"6

7.443 X 10"8

Figure

RA

1.499
1.213
1.127
1.088
l.OGG

1.051

2.096

1.273

1.134

1.083

1.058

1.044

captions

RB

1.12G
1.087
1.0G3
1.048
1.039
1.031

1.0G8
1.055
1.041
1.031
1.025
1.021

Re

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.999
0.999
0.999

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.001

Fig. 1. The exact H(X,D)E of eq. (1) (the dots) and the Gaussian approximation
Q(X,D)ci «f <'q- (2) (the lines) for the probability that an arbitrary unit interval of
time will contain D or more events from a random sequence averaging X per unit
time. A'-values shown on the curves.
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Fig. 2. The exact Sl[X, D)a of eq. (3) (the full lines) and the Gaussian approximation
H(X,D)a of eq. (4) (the dashed lines) for the probability that an infinite random
sequence of influences arising at the average rate of X per unit time and exponentially
declining in their impact with time according to e~' from initial magnitudes of unity,
will, at un arbitrary instant, add up to D or more. A'-values shown on the curves.
Fig. 3. The Çl(X,D)E of eq. (10) (the lines) and the ruin theory tt(X,D),t of eq.
(11) ( the dots) for contributions having, individually, an exponential distribution of
magnitude: /(c) = e~c. A'-values shown on the curves.
Fig. 4. As fig. 3 but for the smaller X-values shown on the curves.
Fig. 5. The exact ft(A',D)K of eq. (12) (the lines) compared with Q(X,D)H derived
as described in the text (the dots) for contributions having constant probability of
magnitude in the range 0 < c < 1 : /(c) = 1. A'-values shown on the curves.
Fig. C. The exact fi(A',D)f of eq. (3) (the lines) compared with the il(X,D)lt of
eq. (1C) (the dots) for an infinite succession of contributions all initially of the same
magnitude, unity, whose impact falls off exponentially with displacement as for the
case illustrated in fig. 2. A'-values shown on the curves.
Fig. 7. The exact Q(A", D)E of eq. (18) (the lines) compared with the ft(A", D)jt of eq.
(19) (the dots) for an infinite sequence as in fig. G but for contributions having initially
an exponential distribution of mean value unity. A'-values shown on the curves.
Fig. 8. £l(X, D) for the infinite sequences of figs. 6 and 7 for the cases where all
contributions have initial magnitude unity (the full lines) and where the contributions
have initial magnitudes exponentially distributed about a mean value of unity (the
dashed lines). A'-values shown on the curves.
Fig. 9. il(X,D) for the exponential distribution /(c) = e"c cut off at the values of
cmax indicated on the curves for the X-values shown.
Fig. 10. The effect of the improvements to the performance of ruin theory, in respect
of the case treated in sect. 3.2 and displayed in figs. 3 and 4, due to the refinements
presented in sect. C. The curves labelled A, B and C represent the performance of
Sl(X,D),u, n{X,D)lw and 9.{X,D)nc respectively.
Fig. 11. As for fig. 10 but for the case treated in sect. 3.3 and displayed in fig. 5.
Fig. 12. As for fig. 10 but for the case treated in sect. 3.5 and displayed in fig. 7.
Fig. 13. The summation of contributions randomly distributed in the range — 1 < c <
1 for A' = 2. il(X,D)+t: is the (exact) probability that a positive resultant greater
than D will be found. Ù(X,D)+ is the approximate figure following eq. (37) using a
combination of ruin theory from sect. 3.3 for the positive influences anil dividing the
negative influences into JI groups of equal probability as described in sect. 7. ri-values
shown on the curves.
Fig. 14. The Pôlya distribution for X = 5. The curves, which are eye-gui'les for the
discrete points, are labelled by the jt-values of eq. (40); that labelled co is the Poisson
distribution.
Fig. 15. Comparison of the Q(A', D) of the Pôlya distribution with Jfc = 3 (full lines)
and the Poisson distribution (dashed lines) both for A' = 1. The rurves labelled A
are for the problem discussed in sect. 3.2 namely individual contributions having
an exponential distribution of magnitude of mean value unity; the curves labelled

13

D are for the problem discussed in sect. 3.3 namely individual contributions having
constant probability of magnitude in the range 0 < c < 1. The curves present the
exact solutions; the points (dots for curve A, triangles for curve D) present the ruin
theory approximation for the Pôlya distribution as given in eq. (41). The upper D
scale is for curves A and the lower for curves B.
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